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ABSTRACT
Objective: We aimed to investigate the distinction between Paget’s disease of the breast (PDB) and malignant tumor invasion of nipple-areolar complex
(MTION) with Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings without the need for skin punch biopsy.
Materials and Methods: MRI findings of 16 patients with pathologically proven PDB and 11 patients with pathologically proven MTION were
reviewed retrospectively. MRI images were assessed for nipple morphological changes; areolar-periareolar skin changes; thickness, classification, and kinetic
characteristics of the nipple-areolar complex (NAC) enhancement; morphological pattern, size, and pathological diagnosis of concomitant malignant
lesions; kinetic characteristics of the concomitant malignant lesions enhancement; continuity of enhancement between the nipple and closest concomitant
malignant lesion; similarity of enhancement kinetics of the NAC and concomitant malignant lesions; and nipple-to-malignant lesion distance in both
patient groups.
Results: Areolar-periareolar skin thickening was statistically different between the patient groups. Enhancement kinetic pattern was classified as persistent
in four patients with MTION and plateau in seven patients with PDB. Moreover, NAC enhancement kinetic characteristics were statistically different
between the groups. Invasive ductal carcinoma was detected in three patients with PDB and five patients with MTION. A statistically significant difference
in malignant lesion pathological types was detected between the patient groups.
Conclusion: The significant MRI findings in patients with MTION diagnosed as invasive ductal carcinoma were areolar-periareolar skin thickening and
asymmetric NAC enhancement with persistent kinetics pattern. In patients diagnosed with ductal carcinoma in situ, a plateau pattern of asymmetric NAC
enhancement without any areolar-periareolar skin changes on MRI may indicate PDB.
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Key Points
•

The nipple-areola complex may be affected by malignancies.

•

Dynamic breast MRI findings help us to diagnose Paget’s disease of the breast and malignant tumor invasion of the nipple-areolar complex without
skin punch biopsy.

•

Areolar-periareolar skin changes and the kinetic pattern of nipple-areola complex enhancement and pathologic diagnosis of the concomitant malignant
lesion are critical MRI findings in the differentiation of Paget’s disease of the breast and malignant tumor invasion of the nipple-areolar complex.

•

3.0-T MRI is superior to 1.5-T MRI in obtaining areolar-periareolar skin thickness.

Introduction
The nipple-areola complex (NAC) is a specialized breast structure for breastfeeding that involves the pigmented squamous epithelium, a layer of
circumferential smooth muscle, and sebaceous glands (1). The skin of the nipple is continuous with the epithelium of the ducts (2). Cancer of
the ducts may spread to the NAC (3).
The NAC may be affected by malignancies such as invasive cancer, ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), or Paget’s disease of the breast (PDB) (4).
NAC involvement in breast cancers has an incidence rate of 5.6%–24.6% (5). The different pathological mechanisms of NAC involvement
include a direct tumor invasion and dissemination of the tumor within ducts or lymphatics (6). Tumor size and distance between the tumor
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and nipple are significant factors for NAC involvement. Tumors
that are small and far from the nipple pose lower risk of NAC
involvement (5, 7). PDB is a rare malignant entity that accounts for
0.7%‒4.9% of all breast carcinomas. PDB is usually accompanied by
underlying invasive cancer or DCIS (8). Two hypotheses regarding
the etiopathology of PDB were noted. The epidermotropic theory
suggests that ductal cancer cells migrate through the basement
membrane, whereas another theory implicates malignant neoplastic
transformation of the intraepidermal clear cells of the NAC (9,
10), which may explain the absence of an underlying malignancy
in 1%‒6% of PDB cases (8). Definitive diagnosis of diseases of the
NAC is made by histopathological examination of wedge biopsy and
mastectomy or lumpectomy samples (9). The NAC is examined using
imaging methods before skin punch biopsy. Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) has a higher sensitivity than mammography and
ultrasonography in evaluating diseases of the NAC and underlying
malignancy (5, 11).
There are no previous studies in the literature comparing the
MRI findings of PDB and malignant tumor invasion of the NAC
(MTION). Therefore, this study aimed to differentiate between PDB
and MTION by dynamic breast MRI findings without the need for
skin punch biopsy.

Materials and Methods
This study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of Dr
Abdurrahman Yurtaslan Ankara Oncology Training and Research
Hospital and was in accordance with the principles of the Declaration
of Helsinki (approval number: 2020-10/834; approval date: October
21st, 2020).
Study population
We reviewed the pathology results of patients who underwent
preoperative dynamic breast MRI between June 2016 and September
2019. Patients who had preoperative breast MRI examination images
in our archive and were diagnosed as having PDB or MTION as a
result of pathology examination of operative material were included
in this study. Patients who received neoadjuvant chemotherapy or did
not have postoperative pathology report of PDB or MTION were
excluded.
Of 620 patients who underwent preoperative breast MRI examination,
35 patients were diagnosed by pathologic examination as having
nipple malignancy such as PDB or MTION. Eight patients received
neoadjuvant chemotherapy before surgery and were excluded. Finally,
the study group included 27 patients with a mean age of 51.4 years
(age range: 31–76 years). All patients were women and underwent
mastectomy within 1 month of breast MRI. Pathology reports
indicated PDB in 16 patients and MTION in 11 patients.
MRI technique
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Among the patients, 17 were examined with a 1.5-Tesla (T)
magnetic resonance (MR) scanner (Signa HDx; GE Healthcare,
Wisconsin, USA) and 10 with a 3.0-T MR scanner (Skyra; Siemens
Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) before surgery. All patients were
examined in the prone position using a breast array coil. Imaging
parameters on the 1.5-T MR scanner were as follows: TR/TE,
6500/45; TI, 150 ms; field of view (FOV), 320 mm; matrix, 416 ×
224; and number of excitations (NEX), 1 and slice thickness (ST)
of 5 mm for axial STIR sequences; TR/TE, 400/8.8; FOV, 320

mm; matrix, 448 × 224; and NEX, 1 and ST of 5 mm for axial T1weighted (T1W) images; TR/TE, 4/1.5; FA, 10°; FOV, 320 mm;
matrix, 350 × 350; and NEX, 1 and ST of 2.8 mm for dynamic axial
fat-suppressed T1W images (before and after contrast injection);
and TR/TE, 1000/83; FOV, 320 mm; matrix, 192 × 192; and NEX,
4 and ST of 5 mm for echo-planar imaging (EPI)-based diffusion
weighted imaging (DWI). In contrast, the imaging parameters on
3.0-T MR scanner were as follows: TR/TE, 5000/88; FOV, 350 mm;
matrix, 576 × 768; NEX, 2; and ST, 4 mm for axial fat-saturated
T2-weighted (T2W) sequences; TR/TE, 800/11; FOV, 350 mm;
matrix, 448 × 640; NEX, 1; and ST, 4 mm for axial T1W images;
TR/TE, 4.3/1.6; FA, 10°; FOV, 350 mm; matrix, 352 × 352; NEX,
1; and ST, 1 mm for dynamic axial gradient fat-suppressed T1W
images (before and after contrast injection); and TR/TE, 6000/85;
FOV, 361 × 401 mm; matrix, 180 × 200; NEX, 1; and ST, 5 mm
for EPI-based DWI. Gadobutrol/gadopentetate dimeglumine at of
0.1 mmol/kg was used as the contrast agent for dynamic contrastenhanced sequences. Images were taken once before contrast and
five times after contrast injection. Standard subtraction images
were generated by subtracting precontrast images from postcontrast
images. Maximum-intensity projection (MIP) and multiplanar
reconstruction images were reconstructed. Conventional kinetic
analysis was done using a time-intensity curve for the NAC, mass
lesions, and nonmass enhancing lesions.
Analysis of magnetic resonance images
MR images were evaluated retrospectively on two workstations by two
radiologists who had at least 5 years of experience in breast imaging.
The radiologists were blinded to the pathology reports. Each case was
evaluated through a consensus between the two radiologists.
We evaluated nipple changes such as nipple inversion or retraction and
skin thickness of the NAC on T1W and fat-suppressed T2W images.
Complete and partial pulling inward of normal nipple was accepted
as inversion and retraction of the nipple, respectively (12, 13). The
thickness of the areolar-periareolar skin is normally between 0.5 and
2 mm (2). Asymmetric thickening of the areolar-periareolar skin
relative to the contralateral breast was evaluated. The characteristic
enhancement of the NAC is symmetric, with superficial linear
enhancement thickness of 1–2 mm (1, 13). We evaluated thickness and
classification of NAC enhancement on postcontrast T1W MR images.
Symmetric absent, mild, and intense nipple enhancement patterns
were considered normal (1). Asymmetric NAC enhancement was
considered pathologic enhancement. Pathologic NAC enhancement
was classified as nodular, discoid, linear, and irregular (11). We
evaluated NAC enhancement on postcontrast T1W subtraction and
MIP images. Concomitant malignant lesions were classified as single
mass, multiple masses, nonmass enhancement (NME), or mass with
NME. The largest dimension of the malignant lesions was recorded.
Enhancement kinetics of the NAC and concomitant malignant lesions
were evaluated as washout, plateau, or persistent enhancement. The
enhancement patterns of the NAC and concomitant malignant lesions
were compared. The continuity of contrast enhancement in the area
between the nipple and subareolar mass or NME was evaluated and
classified as discontinuous if a non-enhancing area was observed
between the NAC and mass or NME. The distance between the
nipple and malignant lesion was measured. If a gap between the mass
or NME and NAC was not noted, it was classified as a continuous
enhancement (12). The nipple-to-malignant lesion distance was
accepted as 0 mm in these cases.
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Statistical analysis
SPSS 15.0 for Windows program was used for statistical analysis.
As descriptive statistics, numbers and percentages are presented for
categorical variables and mean, standard deviation, minimum, and
maximum values for numerical variables. Student’s t-test was used
for between-group comparisons of normally distributed variables
and Mann-Whitney U test for non-normally distributed variables.
Categorical variables were compared using chi-square test. Statistical
significance was accepted at p<0.05.

Results
Pathological evaluation determined 16 patients with PDB and 11
patients with MTION. MRI showed nipple inversion or retraction
in 19 cases: nine patients (56.3%) in the PDB group and 10 patients
(90.9%) in the MTION group. Nipple inversion was more common
in patients with MTION (63.6%) than in those with PDB (25%);
however, the difference was not significant (p = 0.093) (Figure 1).
Areolar-periareolar skin thickening was detected in a total of 12
patients: two (12.5%) in the PDB group and 10 (90.9%) in the
MTION group (p<0.001) (Figure 1).
NAC enhancement was observed in 26 patients. In seven of these
patients, enhancement was symmetrical, superficial, and linear, which

was considered normal (Figure 2). Only one patient with PDB showed
no NAC enhancement. Pathological NAC enhancement was detected
in 12 (75.1%) of the patients with PDB and seven (63.7%) of the
patients with MTION. Pathological NAC enhancement was evaluated
as nodular in four, discoid in three, linear in two, and irregular in
10 patients. Irregular NAC enhancement was more common in both
patient groups (Figure 3a). Enhancement patterns were not statistically
different between the groups (p = 0.086).
Median thickness of the NAC enhancement was 0.47±0.29 cm in the
PDB group and 0.32±0.15 cm in the MTION group (p = 0.141).
NAC enhancement kinetics are summarized in Table 1. Persistent
enhancement pattern was more common in MTION and plateau
enhancement pattern in PDB. The distribution of NAC enhancement
kinetics differed significantly between the groups (p = 0.026).
Morphological pattern of the concomitant malignant lesion was
classified as mass in three, NME in 17, and mass with NME in seven
patients. NME was the most common in both patient groups. The
distribution of morphological patterns did not differ significantly
between the groups (p = 0.078). The median size of the concomitant
malignant lesions was 2.99±2.12 cm in patients with PDB and
2.9±1.63 cm in patients with MTION (p = 0.863).
Concomitant malignant lesion enhancement kinetics were evaluated as
washout, plateau, and persistent enhancement pattern in six (37.5%),
seven (43.8%), and three (18.8%) patients in the PDB group and four
(36.4%), three (27.3%), and four (36.4%) patients in the MTION
group, respectively (p = 0.551).

Figure 1. Axial T1-weighted MRI of a 66-year-old woman with ductal
carcinoma in situ and malignant tumor invasion of the nipple-areola
complex shows areolar-periareolar skin thickening (white arrow)

Figure 2. Axial dynamic postcontrast T1-weighted MRI of the right
breast of a 45-year-old woman with invasive ductal carcinoma
and Paget’s disease of the breast shows a normal thin, superficial
enhancement (white arrow) of the skin of the nipple-areola
complex, concomitant mass (black arrow), and concomitant nonmass
enhancement (empty white arrow)

MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging

MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging
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On comparison of the enhancement kinetic curves of the NAC and
concomitant malignant lesions, different patterns were observed in
nine patients (56.3%) in the PDB group and eight patients (72.7%)
in the MTION group (Table 2; Figures 3b and 3c). There was no
statistically significant difference between the groups (p = 0.448).

The mean nipple-to-malignant lesion distances in the PDB and
MTION groups were 0.29±0.64 cm and 0.06±0.16 cm, respectively.
The average distance was longer in patients with PDB; however, the
difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.799).

Table 1. MRI findings compared by pathologic diagnosis of nipple-areola complex involvement
Pathologic diagnosis of NAC involvement
PDB
(n = 16) (%)

MTION
(n = 11) (%)

None (n = 8)

7 (43.7%)

1 (9.1%)

Inversion (n = 11)

4 (25.0%)

7 (63.6%)

Retraction (n = 8)

5 (31.3%)

3 (27.3%)

MRI findings (n)

p-value

Nipple change
0.093

Areolar/periareolar skin thickening
Absent (n = 15)

14 (87.5%)

1 (9.1%)

Present (n = 12)

2 (12.5%)

10 (90.9%)

None (n = 1)

1 (6.3%)

0 (0.0%)

<0.001

NAC enhancement
Classification
Normal (n = 7)

3 (18.7%)

4 (36.4%)

Nodular (n = 4)

4 (25.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Discoid (n = 3)

3 (18.7%)

0 (0.0%)

Linear (n = 2)

0 (0.0%)

2 (18.2%)

Irregular (n = 10)

5 (31.3%)

5 (45.4%)

Thickness (mm), mean ± SD

4.71±2.97

3.22±1.55

0.086

0.141

Kinetic pattern
Persistent (n = 13)

4 (26.7%)

9 (81.8%)

Plateau (n = 8)

7 (46.6%)

1 (9.1%)

Washout (n = 5)

4 (26.7%)

1 (9.1%)

0.026

Concomitant malignant lesion
Morphological pattern
Single mass (n = 3)

0 (0.0%)

3 (27.3%)

NME (n = 17)

12 (75.0%)

5 (45.4%)

NME + mass (n = 7)

4 (25.0%)

3 (27.3%)

Maximum size (mm), mean ± SD

29.9±21.2

29.0±16.3

Persistent (n = 7)

3 (18.7%)

4 (36.4%)

Plateau (n = 10)

7 (43.8%)

3 (27.2%)

Washout (n = 10)

6 (37.5%)

4 (36.4%)

Inflammatory carcinoma (n = 2)

2 (12.5%)

0 (0.0%)

Invasive ductal carcinoma (n = 8)

3 (18.7%)

5 (45.5%)

DCIS (n = 10)

9 (56.3%)

1 (9.1%)

Invasive breast carcinoma (n = 6)

2 (12.5%)

4 (36.3%)

Invasive lobular carcinoma (n = 1)

0 (0.0%)

1 (9.1%)

0.078
0.863

Enhancement kinetic pattern
0.551

Pathological diagnosis
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NAC: Nipple-areola complex; MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging; PDB: Paget’s disease of the breast; MTION: Malignant tumor invasion of the nipple-areola
complex; SD: Standard deviation; NME: Nonmass enhancement; DCIS: Ductal carcinoma in situ; n: Number
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Continuous enhancement between the NAC to the concomitant
malignant lesion was seen in 22 patients: 13 (81.3%) in the PDB
group and nine (81.8%) in the MTION group (p = 1.00).
The distribution of pathological types of concomitant malignant
lesions is shown in Table 1. DCIS was diagnosed in nine (56.3%)
patients with PDB and one (9.1%) of the patients with MTION.
Invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) was detected in three patients
with PDB (18.8%) and five patients with MTION (45.5%). The
distribution of pathological types of concomitant malignancy differed
significantly between the groups (p = 0.025).

Figure 3. MRI of a 50-year-old woman with invasive breast carcinoma
and malignant invasion of the nipple-areola complex. (a) Axial dynamic
postcontrast T1-weighted subtraction MRI of the left breast shows
pathologic irregular enhancement (white arrow) in the nipple-areola
complex. Conventional kinetic analysis by time-intensity curve shows
(b) plateau pattern of pathologic NAC enhancement and (c) persistent
enhancement pattern for the closest concomitant mass lesion
MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging; NAC: Nipple-areola complex

Preoperative breast MRI examinations were conducted with a 1.5-T
MR scanner in 17 patients and a 3.0-T MR scanner in 10 patients.
Furthermore, 13 of 17 patients examined with 1.5-T MRI were
patients with PDB (76.4%), seven of 10 patients examined with
3.0-T MRI were patients with MTION (70%) (p = 0.04). Areolarperiareolar skin thickening was detected in four (23.5%) and eight
(80%) of the patients imaged with 1.5-T and 3.0-T MRI, respectively
(p = 0.007). No pathological NAC enhancement was detected in
five patients (29.4%) consisting of four patients with PDB and one
patient with MTION imaged with 1.5 T MRI and three patients
with MTION (30%) imaged with 3.0 T MRI (p = 1.00) (Table 3).
There were no statistically significant differences in nipple change; the
classification, thickness, and kinetic pattern of NAC enhancement;
the morphological pattern, size, enhancement kinetic pattern, and
pathological diagnosis of concomitant malignant lesion; the similarity
of enhancement kinetics pattern of the NAC and concomitant
malignant lesions; nipple-to-malignant lesion distance; and the
relationship between enhancement of the NAC and concomitant
malignant lesions between the patients imaged with 1.5-T and 3.0-T
MR (Table 4).

Discussion and Conclusion
Nipple inversion and retraction are terms used to describe changes
in the nipple. Retraction is defined as partial pulling in of the
nipple, whereas inversion is complete pulling in. Nipple inversion
and retraction may occur secondary to malignant lesions, as well

Table 2. Comparison of concomitant malignant lesions and nipple-areola complex MRI findings according to pathologic
diagnosis of nipple-areola complex involvement
Pathologic diagnosis of NAC involvement

MRI findings (n)
Nipple-to-malignant lesion distance (cm), mean ± SD

PDB
(n = 16) (%)

MTION
(n = 11) (%)

p-value

2.88±6.40

0.69±1.63

0.799

Relationship between enhancement of the NAC and concomitant malignant lesions
Continuous (n = 22)

13 (81.3%)

9 (81.8%)

Discontinuous (n = 5)

3 (18.8%)

2 (18.2%)

1.000

Enhancement kinetic pattern of the NAC and concomitant malignant lesions
Same (n = 10)

7 (43.8%)

3 (27.3%)

Different (n = 17)

9 (56.3%)

8 (72.7%)

0.448

NAC: Nipple-areola complex; MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging; PDB: Paget’s disease of the breast; MTION: Malignant tumor invasion of the nipple-areola
complex; SD: Standard deviation; n: Number
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Table 3. Comparison of presence of pathological nipple-areola complex enhancement according to magnetic field strength of
MRI scanner
1.5-T (n = 17)

3.0-T (n = 10)

PDB
(n = 13) (%)

MTION
(n = 4) (%)

PDB
(n = 3) (%)

MTION
(n = 7) (%)

Absent

4 (23.5%)

1 (5.8%)

0 (0.0%)

3 (30%)

Present

9 (52.9%)

3 (17.6%)

3 (30%)

4 (40%)

Pathological NAC enhancement (n)

p-value

1.000

NAC: Nipple-areola complex; PDB: Paget’s disease of the breast; MTION: Malignant tumor invasion of the nipple-areola complex; MRI: Magnetic resonance
imaging; n: Number

Table 4. MRI findings compared by magnetic field strength of MRI scanner
Magnetic field strength of MRI scanner
MRI findings (n)

1.5-T (n = 17) (%)

3.0-T (n = 10) (%)

None (n = 8)

6 (35.3%)

2 (20%)

Inversion (n = 11)

6 (35.3%)

5 (50%)

Retraction (n = 8)

5 (29.4%)

3 (30%)

Absent (n = 15)

13 (76.5%)

2 (20%)

Present (n = 12)

4 (23.5%)

8 (80%)

None (n = 1)

1 (5.9%)

0 (0%)

Normal (n = 7)

4 (23.5%)

3 (30%)

Nodular (n = 4)

4 (23.5%)

0 (0%)

Discoid (n = 3)

2 (11.8%)

1 (10%)

Linear (n = 2)

2 (11.8%)

0 (0%)

Irregular (n = 10)

4 (23.5%)

6 (60%)

Thickness (mm), mean ± SD

3.80±2.52

4.61±2.67

Persistent (n = 13)

7 (43.7%)

6 (60%)

Plateau (n = 8)

6 (37.5%)

2 (20%)

Washout (n = 5)

3 (18.8%)

2 (20%)

p-value

Nipple change
0.877

Areolar/periareolar skin thickening
0.007

NAC enhancement
Classification

0.299

0.438

Kinetic pattern
0.770

Concomitant malignant lesion
Morphological pattern
Single mass (n = 3)

1 (5.9%)

2 (20%)

NME (n = 17)

12 (70.6%)

5 (50%)

NME + mass (n = 7)

4 (23.5%)

3 (30%)

26.3 ± 14.4

35.0 ± 24.8

Persistent (n = 7)

5 (29.4%)

2 (30%)

Plateau (n = 10)

8 (47.1%)

2 (20%)

Washout (n = 10)

4 (23.5%)

6 (60%)

Maximum size (mm), mean ± SD

0.528
0.258

Enhancement kinetic pattern
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0.211
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Table 4. Continued
Magnetic field strength of MRI scanner
MRI findings (n)

1.5-T (n = 17) (%)

3.0-T (n = 10) (%)

Inflammatory carcinoma (n = 2)

2 (11.8%)

0 (0%)

Invasive ductal carcinoma (n = 8)

3 (17.6%)

5 (50%)

DCIS (n = 10)

8 (47.1%)

2 (20%)

Invasive breast carcinoma (n = 6)

3 (17.6%)

3 (30%)

Invasive lobular carcinoma (n = 1)

1 (5.9%)

0 (0%)

2.85±6.19

0.50±1.58

p-value

Pathological diagnosis

Nipple-to-malignant lesion distance (cm), mean ± SD

0.258

0.354

Relationship between enhancement of the NAC and concomitant malignant lesions
Continuous (n = 22)

13 (76.5%)

9 (90%)

Discontinuous (n = 5)

4 (23.5%)

1 (10%)

0.621

Enhancement kinetic pattern of the NAC and concomitant malignant lesions
Same (n = 10)

7 (41.2%)

3 (30%)

Different (n = 17)

10 (58.8%)

7 (70%)

PDB (n = 16)

13 (76.5%)

3 (30%)

MTION (n = 11)

4 (23.5%)

7 (70%)

0.692

Pathologic diagnosis of NAC involvement
0.040

NAC: Nipple-areola complex; MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging; PDB: Paget’s disease of the breast; MTION: Malignant tumor invasion of the nipple-areola
complex; SD: Standard deviation; NME: Nonmass enhancement; DCIS, Ductal carcinoma in situ; n: Number

as congenital or benign causes, and a detailed history and physical
examination are crucial to distinguish them (3). In the literature,
central, symmetric, slit-like, long-term retraction is generally
associated with benign processes, whereas rapid inversion with
distortion of the areola usually indicates malignancy (1, 3). Although
the difference was not statistically significant, nipple inversion on
MRI was more frequent among patients with pathologically proven
MTION than those with pathologically proven PDB in our study.
In a study by Moon et al. (12), nipple change was detected in all six
patients with pathologically proven MTION and six of 10 patients
with pathologically proven PDB. Contrary to our study, they did
not subdivide nipple changes as inversion and retraction. However,
the rates of nipple changes in the two patient groups were similar to
those in our study.
Areolar-periareolar skin thickening on MRI was significantly detected
more frequently in patients with MTION than in patients with PDB.
These findings are consistent with those of Moon et al. (12), although
the difference between the two groups in their study was smaller
compared to that in our study. Patients with MTION may exhibit
more edema and areolar-periareolar skin thickening because MTION
involves all layers of the skin or areolar lymphatics, whereas PDB is
located within the epidermis of the NAC (2, 14, 15).
Asymmetric NAC enhancement has been emphasized in the literature
as a significant indicator of NAC invasion (5, 7, 16). Symmetric NAC
enhancement, which is accepted as normal, was more common in
patients with PDB and MTION in our study compared to that in
the literature. This may be related to the stage or extent of the disease
in the patients analyzed. However, these were not investigated in our
study. We compared the presence and types of NAC enhancement

in pathologically proven PDB and MTION cases. Irregular NAC
enhancement was more common than the other patterns in both
groups, and no significant difference in distribution was found
between the groups.
Due to the small size of the NAC area and motion artifacts, kinetic
curve assessment may not be reliable for NAC enhancement. Therefore,
NAC enhancement kinetics have not been adequately studied and we
were not able to find adequate literature data to compare with our
findings. In our study, we observed a significant difference between
the groups, with persistent enhancement being more common in
MTION and plateau pattern more common in PDB. Contrary to our
results, Echevarria et al. (17) detected persistent nipple enhancement
in two of three patients with PDB, whereas plateau enhancement was
detected in only one patient with PDB.
In terms of concomitant malignancies, DCIS was more frequently
detected in patients with PDB than those with MTION in our study.
DCIS was reported as the concomitant malignancy in 50% of PDB
cases in the study by Moon et al. (12), in two of three patients with
PDB in the study by Echevarria et al. (17), and in 88% of PDB cases
in a study by Frei et al. (18) (2, 17). These results are compatible with
our study.
DCIS usually appears as NME on breast MRI (19, 20). High
prevalence of DCIS in patients with PDB was observed in our study;
further, the prevalence of NME was higher in the PDB group than in
the MTION group. Moon et al. (12) reported that multiple masses
were most common in PDB cases. This difference may explain the
lower prevalence of DCIS among patients with pathologically proven
PDB in their study than in ours.
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In MTION, the malignant tumor either invades the NAC directly
or through ducts or lymphatics (6). In contrast, MRI findings of
NAC involvement in PDB are mostly associated with eczematous
and inflammatory changes of the nipple (13). Therefore, we expected
that tumor and NAC contrast enhancement kinetics would be more
similar in MTION than PDB; however, we found the opposite. This
result may be related to the technically difficult nature of nipple
enhancement kinetics analysis due to the small size of the NAC and
motion degradation artifacts.

In conclusion, areolar-periareolar skin thickening and asymmetric
NAC enhancement with persistent kinetics curve were significant
MRI findings for MTION in patients diagnosed with IDC.
In contrast, the plateau kinetic pattern of asymmetric NAC
enhancement without areolar-periareolar skin changes may support
PDB in patients diagnosed with DCIS. 3.0-T MRI was superior
to 1.5-T MRI in detecting the presence of areolar-periareolar skin
thickness.

In the literature, it has been reported that a distance of more than
2 cm between the tumor and NAC and tumor size greater than 2
cm may increase the risk of malignant NAC invasion (5, 12). In our
study, we compared these parameters in pathologically proven PDB
and pathologically proven MTION cases and found no statistically
significant difference. However, we noted smaller distances between
the tumor and NAC in MTION cases.

Ethics Committee Approval: Approval was received for this study from the
Medical Specialty Education Board of Dr. Abdurrahman Yurtaslan Ankara
Oncology Training and Research Hospital (2020-10/834).

In the present study, enhancement of the NAC and the concomitant
malignant lesion was predominantly continuous in both patient
groups. In most studies in the literature, continuous enhancement was
found to be correlated with NAC invasion (5, 7, 16, 21). However,
pathologically proven cases of MTION and PDB were not compared.
Moon et al. (12) reported that discontinuous enhancement was more
prevalent in pathologically proven MTION, whereas continuous and
discontinuous enhancement patterns were equally represented in
pathologically proven PDB cases.

Conception: A.C.B.; Design: A.C.B., H.A.; Supervision: A.C.B., H.A.;
Materials: I.E.B.; Data Collection and/or Processing: A.C.B., I.E.B., Ö.T.,
D.S.Ö.; Analysis and/or Interpretation: A.C.B.; Literature Review: A.C.B.;
Writing: A.C.B.; Critical Review: H.A.

3.0-T MRI has higher spatial and temporal resolution than 1.5-T
MRI (22, 23). The evaluation of the morphology of the breast lesions
improved with 3.0-T MRI (22, 23). The spectral separation of fat and
water is better in 3.0-T MRI. Therefore, fat suppression is superior
in 3.0-T MRI images and lesion enhancements are more clearly
visualized (23). In our study, the number of patients with increased
areolar-periareolar skin thickness was statistically significantly higher in
patients imaged with 3.0-T MRI than those imaged with 1.5-T MRI.
This may be because of the higher resolution of 3.0-T MRI or that
70% of patients imaged with 3.0-T MRI were patients with MTION,
in whom we found a more frequent increase in areolar-periareolar skin
thickness. To clarify this, patients should have been examined with
both 1.5-T and 3.0-T MRI and the obtained findings compared. This
was not possible because our study was retrospective. In our study,
no significant difference was found between 1.5-T and 3.0-T MRI
in detecting pathological NAC enhancement in nipple malignancy.
When we examined the pathology reports, we found that all cases in
which pathological findings in the NAC could not be detected with
1.5-T and 3.0-T MRI were in the early phase of the disease.
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Our study had several limitations. First, the sample was selected
retrospectively from patients with pathologically proven MTION
and PDB who underwent preoperative breast MRI. Although the
radiologists were blinded to patient groups while reevaluating the
breast MRI images, they knew that all patients had a diagnosis of NAC
malignancy. This may have caused bias in the evaluation. Second,
since our study was retrospective, we could not evaluate the possible
contribution of the results to treatment management and planning
for these patient groups. Third, the study population was small. Since
PDB is a rare NAC disease and preoperative MRI of every patient in
both patient groups is required, the study population was small. A
prospective study with a larger sample size is warranted to overcome
these limitations.
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